
ANACHRONISM OF MODERN EQUITY -

DISCRETION OF THE CHANCELLOR IN THE
USE OF A JURYt
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"The life of the law has not been logic; it has been ex-
perience.""

INTRODUCTION

The common law as the colonists knew it was "a dark and knavish
business."' It was hard on dissenters, who represented an age of indi-
vidualism, while it spoke for an era of organization. 2 Though it existed
as the basis of the legal systems in the colonies, the political conditions
of the time gave rise to a dislike and distrust of all English precedents,
and it was not until the end of the first third of the nineteenth century
that the permanence of the common law in America was assured. This
victory did not take place without a severe struggle, nor was the final
outcome at any time prior to the end of that struggle a foregone con-
clusion.

3

The early common law had been inadequate to meet the legal re-
quirements of the English people as these requirements increased in
number and complexity. The common law might have been expanded
and developed to meet new conditions as they arose, but this did not
happen. Instead, the system of equity was introduced and developed
gradually to meet new needs of society in those situations where the
"strict law" was not adequate. When the colonists followed the system
and rules of the common law, they might have included the principles
of equity as a part of it, moulding the two into a single system; or they
might have by "the good sense of the magistrates" 4 worked out a dis-

tThis is an adaptation from a paper entitled "Juries in Equity-Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, and Georgia," written for Professor Howe's course in American
Legal History at the Harvard Law School, in 1948, the original unpublished
manuscript of which is on file in the Library of the Harvard Law School. The
paper has since been revised, and this is an adaptation of the part dealing
with the development of equity in Georgia.
*LL.B., Harvard, 1948; member of the Bar of California and the Bakersfield
Bar. Assistant Professor of Law, Chicago-Kent College of Law.

*OHOLMES, THE COMMON LAW, 1

1. Pound, The Legal Profession in America, 19 NOTRE DAME LAWYER 344 (1944).
2. Id., 344.
3. Pound, THE FORMATIVE ERA OF AMERICAN LAW, 608, 107 (1938).
4. Cf. Beale, Equity in America, 1 CAMS. L. J. 21 (1921).
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tinct system of their own, on the basis of "natural equity." Whatever
the possibilities that lay in such directions, nothing materialized. More-
over, the common law, administered by laymen, with such adaptation
as the courts and legislatures fashioned, was generally adequate to meet
the needs of the people during the early stages of the legal development
of our country. Then, when new conditions made necessary new reme-
dies to meet the needs of justice, equity was used to supply these needs.

Courts of chancery of some sort had existed in all of the colonies.
Yet, the colonial bench and bar were unlearned in the law, and the
equity which was practiced was that of the layman, a sort of natural
justice. After the Revolution conditions improved, leaders arose to
educate the bar, the treatises of Kent and Story created a greater mea-
sure of uniformity of principles. But considerable bitterness continued
to exist in most places; and mistrust, based on ignorance and the spirit
of frontier freedom and democracy, manifested itself in a popular dis-
taste for many of the institutions representative of order and maturity
in society. Among these institutions were the courts of equity. These
had a long history of mismanagement and inefficiency in England, re-
sulting in strong feelings of bitterness and opposition on the part of the
people. Naturally, some of this feeling penetrated to the colonies and
together with other impediments to the establishment of more adequate
judicial administration resulted in obstacles to the establishment of
judicial machinery for the administration of equity in America for a
more or less long period of time.'  As a result, the courts of Pennsyl-
vania did not receive complete equity jurisdiction until 1857; the
courts of Massachusetts, until 1877. The rigors of the common law
were mitigated in each of these states by acts of the legislatures, some-
times called "legislative equity," and by the piecemeal conferring of
equitable powers on the regular courts; by the liberal use of juries in
equitable causes in Massachusetts, and by the extensive use of equitable
doctrines in the courts of law in Pennsylvania. Georgia's judicial system
also followed a course of development somewhat different than the
usual one. Fearing the concentration of powers, especially in the hands
of non-legislative bodies, extremely local minded in viewpoint, and ram-
pant with their newly won freedom and the "glorification of the com-
mon man" type of democracy, the people of Georgia adopted various
"safeguards" against the assumption of broad powers by the courts,
among which were a decentralized judiciary and trial by jury as a
matter of right in causes in equity. A sketch of this phase of the de-

5. For English and American background of the development of equity and the
evils which arose out of its administration, as well as the general socio-political
conditions of the times, see: "juries in Equity-Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
and Georgia," op. cit., supra, 4-19.
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velopment of equity in Georgia, together with a brief summary of the
development of equity which was concurrently taking place in Massa-
chusetts and Pennsylvania, is the subject of this paper. There is also
a lesson which can be learned from this development of equity. It per-
tains to the merger of law and equity-and the writer will endeavor to
show how this could be hastened by the abolition of the historic dis-
tinction between these two systems pertaining to the modes of trials of
each anid the absence of a right to trial by jury in equity suits.

II

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUITY IN
MASSACHUSETTS AND PENNSYLVANIA

During the early history of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, the govern-
ment was an unlimited theocracy, and there was no place for equity
jurisdiction. As the law tended to become more fixed, and the want
of remedies apparent, equitable relief was sought by petition to the
General Court, the local legislative body, which came to decree "natural
equity," and sometimes even the equity of chancery, by special enact-
ments. This "legislative equity" was the only sort of equity adminis-
tered in Massachusetts prior to 1691. In that year, a Royal Charter was
issued to the Colony, and this provided for a court of chancery with
complete jurisdiction. The first equity court established, however, was
given only limited equitable powers, and this condition continued to
exist until the end of the colonial period. The General Court, more-
over, continued to administer "legislative equity" and in so doing went
beyond what a court of chancery might have done within the scope of
complete equity jurisdiction.

Massachusetts began its statehood with constitutional authority for
the establishment of a court with general equity jurisdiction, but popu-
lar hostility prevented the full use of this power by the legislature. By
a series of acts, chancery powers were conferred slowly and grudgingly
on the courts, but it was not until 1877 that general equity jurisdiction
was conferred.

The Constitution of 1776 provided for trial by jury in all suits ex-
cept in which the practice had been otherwise at the time of the adop-
tion of the constitution. It appears that juries were used freely to try
equitable causes, and it was apparently assumed that the right was
guaranteed by the constitutional provision for jury trial. However, the
matter was not finally settled until 1902.6 At that time, the Supreme
Judicial Court held that the right to a jury trial in equity does not

6. Parker v. Simpson, 180 Mass. 334, 62 N.E. 401 (1902).
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exist in Massachusetts, that the phrase in the Constitution "except in
cases in which it has heretofore been otherwise used and practiced"
did not include equitable causes, because no right to a jury trial had
existed in this area under the classical equity practice in England as it
existed in 1776, even if equitable jurisdiction was not in existence in
Massachusetts at that time. The earlier cases which had considered
this matter had tended to recognize the right by implication until the
second Charles River Bridge case,7 which explicitly recognized it as
a constitutional right. The later cases, at least those which were ap-
pealed, tended to deny a jury trial on some technical ground such as
selection of forum or waiver, or to grant a jury trial as a matter of dis-
cretion, until in 1902, after the courts had held complete equity juris-
diction for twenty-five years, the Supreme Judicial Court again con-
sidered the matter and held that there was no constitutional right to
a jury trial in equity in Massachusetts.8 Thus, Massachusetts, after
successfully following the practice of using a jury in equity suits for
more than a century, finally came to the opposite conclusion from that
which it appears to have held at the outset and during most of the
period. In 1905, the court reached the anomalous position that once a
jury trial has been granted, the court is bound by the verdict of the
jury.9

By his Charter, in 1681, William Penn was permitted to set up courts
of equity. But he was opposed to the system and no courts with equity
jurisdiction were established ufitil 1684. Thereafter, the courts of
Pennsylvania possessed equity jurisdiction intermittently until 1736,
but hostility to equity by the Assembly and the populace caused its
abolition at that date, and there was no court with equity jurisdiction
during the last forty years of Pennsylvania's allegiance to the Crown.
Following the Revolution, the constitution conferred limited equitable
powers upon the courts of law and authorized the legislature to grant
others as it saw fit. This the legislature proceeded to do in piecemeal
fashion for a period of sixty-five years, acting only as situations arose
which demonstrated urgent necessity for a particular equitable remedy.
During the same period, the legislature passed many private acts for
the relief of various persons, acts of such a nature as are ordinarily
exercised only by courts possessing equity jurisdiction. Beginning in

7. Proprietors of Charles River Bridge v. Proprietors of Warren Bridge, 7 Pick.
345 (1829).

8. Loc. cit., n. 6.
9. Crocker v. Crocker, 188 Mass. 16, 19, 73 N.E. 1068 (1905) ; Dunster v. Gowand,

221 Mass. 339, 108 N.E. 1085 (1915); cf. Franklin v. Green, 2 Allen 519 (1861).
This brief history of equity in Massachusetts has been summarized from

"Juries in Equity, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Georgia," op. cit., supra,
20-44.
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the colonial period, the judges made the most of their limited powe.
to prevent the hardships which the absence of equitable powers tended
to create, administering judge-made "equitable" remedies in the courts
of law. This continued long after the revolution, and since juries were
used extensively, charging equity to the jury was an accepted part of
the judicial procedure. The jury, of course, administered equity
through the verdict which it rendered.

Common law actions were used to enforce equitable claims, equit-
able defenses were permitted in common law actions, and at rare times
purely equitable relief was obtained in actions at law. The precise
time when this practice began is not known, but the judges favored
it, and it was practiced for many years before the first reported case,
in 1768. In this case, Swift v. Hawkins,'0 the plaintiff sued in debt
on a bond, and the defendant was allowed to interpose the equitable
defense of failure of consideration. After equitable defenses there
followed equitable claims. Thus, in Commonwealth v. Coates," the
plaintiff was allowed to sue on a bond which had been lost, and
being unable to make profert, to aver the loss of the instrument.
In 1793, a cestui qui trust was allowed to maintain ejectment in his
own name, the court saying that he would otherwise be without a
remedy if the trustee were obstinate.12 To obtain specific performance
of a contract to sell realty, the vendee was permitted to sue in eject-
ment, the court recognizing the plaintiff's equitable title.13 Another
powerful instrument was the conditional verdict, frequently used as
a substitute for an injunction or a bill for specific performance. In such
cases, when the plaintiff had set out in his declaration the whole
ground of his equitable right, the jury under the direction of the
court might find large damages-to be released on condition of com-
pliance with the terms prescribed by the verdict.' 4 Numerous other
equitable remedies were attempted through the common law forms
of action.

This system was accepted and espoused with enthusiasm by the local
bar, which claimed that it had the advantages of the orthodox equity
without its faults. However, it failed to meet the needs of the polity as
business relations became more complex. Moreover, the courts pre-
ferred the more efficient orthodox equity, and as the legislature
conferred equity powers on the courts, they began to revert to the
extensive use of such powers in the customary mode of classical equity,

10. 1 Dall. 17 (1768).
11. I Yeates 2 (1791).
12. Kennedy v. Fury, 1 Dall. 72 (1793).
13. Howe v. Norris, 4 Bin. 77, 78 (1811).
14. Irvine v. Bull, 7 Watts 323 (1838)
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so that the administration of equity through the common law proce-
dure fell into disuse. Though the constitution provided that jury
trial as heretofore used should remain inviolate, the courts said that
this did not apply to equitable causes, and, hence, the granting of
a jury trial is discretionary with the chancellor. Pennsylvania courts
have had complete equity jurisdiction since 1857, and since 1874,
the constitution has prohibited the administration of "legislative
equity."15

III

EQUITY IN GEORGIA-JURIES IN EQUITY

Georgia was established in 1733, by a corporate body of trustees.
They were empowered to make all necessary laws for the government
of the province. A town court was established for the hearing of all
causes. A petition was presented by the assembly, in 1751, for the
establishment of a court of chancery for the hearing of all causes in
which common law did not afford an adequate remedy. The presi-
dent and assistants of the colony advised that it was not needed. The
trustees objected to it on the ground that appeals would be expensive,
while it cost nothing to appeal to them, and so vetoed it.16 In 1752,
the colony was surrendered to the crown. The royal governor acquired
the powers of "the Lord High Chancellor of England", and the coun-
cil sat with the governor as a court of chancery. 17 Appeal lay to the
king in council in cases involving more than five hundred pounds.' 8

Governor Wright, third and last of the royal governors, whose ad-
ministration extended over a period of sixteen years, was an especially
satisfactory chancellor.' 9 However, the population of the province
was small throughout the colonial period, there was little commerce
and industry as compared with that of the older colonies, and the
province had been in existence only forty-three years at the

15. This brief history of equity in Pennsylvania has been summarized from "Juries
in Equity-Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Georgia," op. cit., supra, 45-60.

16. STEVENS, HISTORY OF GEORGIA, op. 63-64, 218 (1847); MCCAIN, GEORGIA AS A
PROPRIETARY PROVINCE, p. 204 (1917). During the proprietary period, there
was much jealousy and quarreling among the magistrates. The people exhibited,
a lack of confidence in them. Each factor hampered the administration of
justice. The rule against the practice of law was vigorously enforced in the
early years. Juries were composed of freeholders and were difficult to obtain
until the court began to fine those guilty of absence without good cause. The
juries had a tendency to disregard the evidence when not in accordance with
their own feelings in the matters being considered. Id., 213-215.

17. Ibid, 387-388. The king now sent over a barrister for chief justice. Within
five years, a "bar" had sprung up. Id., 77.

18. Flippin, Royal Government in Georgia, 10 GA. HIST. Q.. 271 (1926).
19. Id., 270.
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outbreak of the revolution; hence, its legal traditions could not have
become very deep-rooted, and with the coming of new settlers and the
growth of population, changes would be easy to make. 20

The Constitution of 1777 provided for a supreme court to be com-
posed of a chief justice and three or more judges residing in the county
where the court should be currently sitting.21 Thus, it was intended
that the court should go on circuit, and its membership would not be
constant, except for the chief justice. Its jurisdiction would cover
"all cases of what nature soever" except certain causes to be tried
to lesser courts such as should be provided for by law.2 2 There was to
be a right of appeal from a verdict to a new trial before a special
jury, whose verdict should be final.23 It was provided that the jury
should be sole judges of the law and the facts and should not be allowed
to bring in a special verdict.24 No cause was to be continued in the
superior courts for more than two terms. 25 Attorneys were to be
admitted only upon authorization of the legislature.26 Trial by jury
was guaranteed.2 T Because of the extreme localism that existed in the
minds of the people, the supreme court was never established, and
the judiciary continued to function through the superior and inferior
courts. This had the disadvantages of a lack of the careful prepara-
tion of opinions and deliberation that accompany appellate rule-
making and the frequent pronouncement of a different rule of law
for each judicial circuit.

The Judiciary Act of 1778 conferred upon the superior court of
each county full equitable powers "to determine finally on all such
causes as courts of equity have heretofore usually done." 28 There was
no mention of the right to a jury trial. Apparently, this act was lib-
erally construed from the beginning, and complete equity jurisdic-
tion remained in the courts under the several constitutions and judi-
ciary acts subsequently in force. In fact, the courts seem to have had
a preference for the application of equitable rules and doctrines, for

20. At the origin of the revolution, the population of Georgia was 18,000; by 1790,
82,000; by 1800, 162,000. COULTER, A SHORT HISTORY OF GEORGIA, p. 182 (1933).

21. Art. 40.
22. Art. 40.
23. Id.
24. Art. 41. Later constitutions did not contain this provision, and it was not

made statutory, except as to criminal cases. Acts of 1816, p. 195.
25. Art. 48. Not contained in subsequent constitutions but dealt with by statute

several times; e.g., WATKINS, DIGEST OF THE LAWS OF GEORGIA, No. 582, 13 (2nd
ed., 1801).

26. Art. 58. And if found guilty of malpractice, the House could suspend them.
27. Art. 6.
28. WATKINS, DIGEST, No. 249, § 3. It remained in effect until the Act of 1789 was

passed.
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we find the legislature taking cognizance thereof as late as 1850 and
taking steps to curtail it.29

In Beall v. The Surviving Executors of Fox, 30 the plaintiff in error
urged that the superior courts of Georgia had only a limited equity
jurisdiction. The supreme court, however, held that the superior
courts were empowered to exercise general equity jurisdiction in all
cases where a common law remedy was not adequate. The argument of
the plaintiff was to the effect that equitable jurisdiction was confined
to the particular cases enumerated in the Act of 1799 and subsequent
statutes,3 1 that the adopting statute of 1784 did not embrace equity as
it existed in England in 1776 as a part of the common law, and that
equity jurisdiction was derived from the civil law and formed no
part of the common law adopted by this state. But the court refused
to consider this argument, pointing out that even if the Judiciary
Act of 1799 might have been construed to render broad equity juris-
diction doubtful independent of any judicial construction, yet the
courts had construed it liberally for nearly fifty years, without any
attempt of the legislature to restrict its exercise; hence, it could not
be considered an open question. 32

29. Act of Dec. 21, 1850: "Whereas [reciting § 53 of the Act of 1709, post, 20
n. 411 . . . and whereas, under the construction of said recited section, the
equity side of the court has drawn to itself exclusively all cognizance of the
cases in said section enumerated, even when such cases depended upon aliunde
proof, to the manifest embarrassment of justice in many cases, to the injury
of good citizens of this state; for remedy whereof, Be it enacted ...that when
a plaintiff conceives that he can establish his complaint without resorting to
the conscience of the defendant, he can commence his action upon the common
law side and shall not be held to proceed with the forms of equity." COBB,
DIGEST OF THE LAWS OF GEORGIA, p. 624 (1851).

The Act of 1789, post, 18, and subsequent acts confined equity jurisdiction
to causes where a common law remedy was not adequate. Apparently, this
was liberally construed.

30. 4 Ga. 403, 423 (1848).
.31. Post, 20, n. 41.
.32. The court's further observation shed some light on the attitude of the judiciary

toward equity at this time: " . . . whatever may have been the origin of the
equitable jurisdiction of the Courts of Equity in Great Britain, it is quite
certain that the principles of Equity jurisdiction were incorporated into and
constituted an important part of the judicial system of that country, long
anterior to the American Revolution . . . .The office of Equity is to protect
and support the Common Law, and carry it into practical effect, to secure
its protecting influence for the benefit of the subject, where by reason of
its universality it would fail to accomplish that object. Equity, says Blackstone,
in its true and genuine meaning, is the soul and spirit of the law. Here, by
equity, we mean nothing but the sovnd interpretation of the law. 3
BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES, 429, 431. When we adopted the Common Law
of England, we adopted it as an entire system, so far as it was properly
adapted to the circumstances of our people; and the principles of equity as
there administered, for the Purposes of giving a practical effect to those laws,
constituted a part thereof. * * 0 0 We have not only adopted the laws
of England suited to our circumstances, nut we nave created the necessary
judicial machinery, to give to those laws a practical and beneficial effect, and

[Vol. 8
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It is significant to note at this point that the Legislature of Georgia
never assumed equitable jurisdiction as did the legislatures of
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania during this period.33

The Constitution of 1789 provided for superior courts to be held
twice each year in each county. The assembly was given power to
prescribe the method of correcting errors and appeals "which shall
extend so far as to empower the judges to direct new trials by jury
in the county where the action originated, which shall be final."34 It
was provided that the judges should hold commissions for three years.35

Complete judicial power was vested in the superior courts, and the
second trial of a cause before a jury was made mandatory. By impli-
cation, there is a right to trial by jury in the first trial of any cause.
Thus, it would seem clear that the framers of the constitution intended
to give the right to a jury trial in all cases. The Judiciary Act of the
same year confirms this intention: 6

• . . That the said superior court shall have full power and
authority to exercise jurisdiction in and to hear and determine
by a jury of twelve men, all pleas, civil and criminal; and
all causes of what nature or kind soever, according to the usage
and custom of courts of law and equity . . . and it shall be
lawful for the said judge or judges, to proceed with a jury
on petition or bill, directed to the said judges, in all disputes
of a civil nature cognizable by original jurisdiction in the
said court . . . and if any case or matter in dispute requires
equitable interposition, and a common law remedy is not
adequate, the judge presiding shall exercise all the powers

such we understand to be the office and duty of a Court of Equity, and such
we understand to have been the object of the Legislature, in 1799, in conferring
equity powers on the Superior Court." (p. 423).

33. The writer has checked the statutes, colonial and state, down to 1820 and
does not find a single instance of it. There were various acts granting relief
or bestowing favors, however, e.g.: to secure to J. E., wife of R. E., such
property as she may hereafter acquire (because of his "great cruelty and
injustice"). Acts (1801), p. 34; to secure to the nephew of J. G., who died
intestate, the property of the said J. G., it being his intention that said nephew
should inherit this property, and there being the strongest presumption that
a will was left which is lost; Acts (1802), p. 10, to authorize J. R. to establish
a lottery, he having certain valuable plate and jewelry which he cannot other-
wise dispose of; Acts (1802), p. 63, to grant leave to J. L. to bring into the
state three negroes (as an exception to the Act preventing importation of
slaves), Acts (1809), p. 109; to vest the estate of J. A. in his adopted son,
his will being informal and inoperative, so that it would otherwise fail. Id.,
p. 108. The number of such acts was small (e.g., 1799, five; 1802, thirteen;
1804, thirteen; 1808, two); and the practice does not appear to have led to
serious abuses. However, additional research would be necessary before one
could speak authoritatively on -his point.

34. Art. III, § 1 and 2. (Italics supplied.) (The people seem afraid for the courts
to get away from the place of trial.) This provision was retained in the Con-
stitution of 1798, Art. III, § 1.

35. Art. III, § 5.
S& WATKINS, DIGEST, No. 421, § 31.
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of a court of equity, competent to compel the party defendant
in a cause, to discover on oath all requisite points necessary
to the investigation of truth and justice; which proofs, when
obtained shall be submitted to such special jury, whose verdict
shall be final ....

How the courts construed these provisions we do not know. Yet, it
seems that the courts endeavored to limit or curtail the practice of
using a jury in equity, because in the following year there appeared
another statute reiterating this right to a jury. It provided that the
courts should have equitable powers in all cases in which they had
traditionally exercised such powers "until the setting down of the
cause for hearing", the hearing to be in open court, according to
the rules of the common law, and before a special jury, "as directed
by the before mentioned law [Act of 1789]".3 7 And in 1791, the legisla-
ture enacted in short form that "the trial of all cases of what nature
or kind they may be, shall be by jury in the customary and established
mode". 38

The Constitution of 1798 vested appellate jurisdiction in a superior
court with power to correct errors and order new trials on proper
grounds. It is provided that such trials should be had and such errors
corrected in the county where the action originated and that the
court should have such concurrent original jurisdiction as the legisla-
ture might vest in it, but in no case should the cause be removed from
the county where it originated.39 Trial by jury "as heretofore used
in this state" was guaranteed. 40 The Judiciary Act of 1797 was then

37. Id., No. 438, § 2. The important part Will bear quoting in full: " . . . the
superior court shall in all cases respecting the discovering of transactions
between co-partners or co-executors, compelling distribution of intestate estates
or payment of legacies, or in any other case whatsoever, which by usage did
or doth appertain to a court of equity, be competent to sustain a suit by bill,
and proceeding therein, until the setting down of the cause for hearing; such
superior court shall then submit the merits of the suit, with the evidence
thereon, (which in all cases shall be given viva voce in court, or otherwise,
within the rules of the common law) and all matters respecting the same, to
a special jury, as directed by the before mentioned law [Act of 17891 who shall
give their verdict on the same ..

38. WATKINs, DIGEST, No. 456, § 4.
One wonders if the legislature had to tell the courts, actually and literally,

that "the right to a jury trial exists in all causes as a matter of law, it is not to
be infringed upon or construed away, and, moreover, we mean it!"

The Act of 1792 (WATKINs, DIGEST, No. 475, § 46) repealed the Acts of 1790
and 1791 but reenacted the above provisions of the Acts of 1789 and 1790. The
Act of 1797 (Id., No. 582, §§ 6 and 8) repealed the Act of 1792 but substan-
tially reenacted the provisions which it had carried over from the Acts of
1789 and 1790.

39. Art. III, § 1.
40. Art IV, § 5. Considering the series of statutes beginning in the year 1789, this

alteration of the constitutional provision guaranteeing jury trial may well
have had significance. In the light of its legislative history, it would seem to
have guaranteed a jury in all formal trials.
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in force. It contained the above-quoted provisions of the Acts of
1789 and 1790. The Act of 1797 was repealed by the Act of 1799 which
was silent on the subject of trial by jury.41 However, the practice of
trying issues of fact before a jury must have been left undisturbed.42

The right to a jury trial was recognized by the superior court in 1808
but was held not applicable to a situation in which the plaintiff
prayed for injunctive relief. The court said:43

Though I do not possess all the powers of a Lord Chancellor,
because of our local system, the interposition of a jury is re-
quired in equity cases, yet that system cannot and does not
interfere with these matters in chancery, which in their nature
must be exclusively referred to the discretion of the court.
Of this nature I consider the application for writs of injunc-
tion.

Ross v. Grimball, decided in 1809, 4 4 recognized the right to a jury
trial in causes of an equitable nature but held that there was no right
to a general verdict. The court, however, did not consider the question
from the standpoint of what the practice as regards general and special
verdicts in equitable causes might have been in 1798. In the particular
case, the plaintiff had sued for specific performance of a contract
to purchase land, and the jury's verdict was for the plaintiff, pro-
vided he could give "good and sufficient titles". The court held that
it should determine the validity of the titles as a question of law after
the verdict. It said:

Our system of jurisprudence requires the cooperation of a
special jury in the trial of equity cases; but when the fact is
blended with the equitable principle of the bill, the jury may
if they please, separate the fact from the law point, deciding
upon the former themselves, and submitting the other to the
discretion of the court, and how many cases could be stated
in the investigation of a complicated chancery bill, where
the jury would be compelled to act as they have done in the
case now under consideration.

41. WATKINS, DIGEsT, No. 633, § 53. It reads: "And be it further enacted, That the
superior courts in the several counties, shall exercise the powers of a court
of equity, in all cases where a common law remedy is not adequate, to compel
the parties to discover on oath, all requisite points necessary to the investiga-
tion of truth and justice, to discover transactions between copartners and co-
executors, to compel distribution of intestate estates, and payment of legacies,
and to discover fraudulent transactions for the benefit of creditors, and the
proceedings in all such cases :hall be by bill, and such other proceedings as
are usual in such cases until the setting down of the cause for trial, and the
courts shall order the proceedings in such manner, as that the same shall be
ready for trial at the furtherest at the third term. .. ."

42. There were only four volumes of reports for the entire period before 1845,
to wit: T.U.P. Charlton, R. M. Charlton and two volumes of Georgia Decisions.

43. Ex Parte Grimball, 1 T.U.P. Charlt. 153, 155 (1808).
44. 1 T.U.P. Charlt. 272 (1809).
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In 1822, the question was raised as to the power of the court to sub-
mit the case to a master, as an incident of its chancery jurisdiction.
The case was Bolton v. Flournoy.45 In its discussion of the question of
the right to a jury, the court failed to look behind the Judiciary Act
of 1799, which was still in effect. It pointed out that "the common
error has been to give this co-equal power to a special jury, whose
aid is deemed essential to a final decree", that a jury is an anomaly
in chancery, the usual way being to send such cases to the other side
of the Hall, but that "it is not my intention to disturb the belief
which has been impressed upon the public mind, that a special jury
is required by law in an equity case". However, the judge made clear
his belief that no such right actually existed: 4"

In the minuteness of this discussion, my object has been
to show that, exdebito justitiae, the complainants are not
entitled to any rights they have insisted upon in relation to
a Trial by Jury, and that this Court might without any infrac-
tion of law decree upon the merits of the case ....

He then submitted the case to a master, the report when made to
be heard by the jury in open court.

This same judge faced the question again during the same year.4 7

This time the question raised was whether the jury's verdict on the
second trial of the cause should be treated as final. According to the
Constitution of 1789 and the Judiciary Acts of 1789 and 1790, the
verdict on the second trial of a cause was made final. The Act of
1797, containing the provisions relating to jury trials of the Acts of
1789 and 1790, was in effect when the Constitution of 1798 was adopted;
and this constitution guaranteed trial by jury "as heretofore used
in this state".4 8 Though the Judiciary Act of 1799 superceded the
Act of 1797 and made no provision for trial by jury when dealing
with the subject of equity, it seems clear that the constitution ade-
quately granted it, including the finality of the jury's verdict. Counsel
argued for the finality of the verdict. The court, however, deemed
the verdict unsatisfactory and granted a new trial. The court failed
to note that a constitutional issue was involved. Pointing out that
the judiciary statute is silent on the particular point, the court deemed
that "the association of a jury with the court in such cases, is merely
sanctified by practice which has long obtained in this, and I presume,
in other districts of the state," under the belief that it was required
by the legislature or because of "the general cherished predilection

45. 1 R. M. Charlt., 125, 133 (1822).
46. Id., 135.
47. McGowan v. Jones, 1 R. M. Charlt. 184, 185 (1822).
48. Art. IV, § 5.
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for the trial by jury in causes of every description;" and that such
being the case, this judge would not be the first to subvert the prac-
tice unless the legislature should express its will; rather he would
respect the decision of the jury. But he adds that:

If a special jury, unfolding its own code of equity, extracts
from it and applies doctrines subversive of the best established
and I may add the most consecrated principles of a chancery
jurisdiction, I must be suffered to put up the legal landmarks
which their discretionary jurisdiction has removed.

Pool v. Barnett,49 decided by the superior court judges in convention,
held that there was a right to appeal to a second trial by jury in equit-
able causes. The court reasoned as follows: Section 16 of the Judiciary
Act of 1792 invested the superior courts with equity powers, the trials
to be before special juries with the right of appeal to a second trial
before another special jury in any cause when either party should
request it. The Act of 1797, which repealed the Act of 1792, contained
the same provision. "This was the trial by jury as heretofore used
which had been adopted by the 5th section of the 4th Article of
the Constitution of 1798, and is of equal authority with the Constitu-
tion itself." And so admitting that it was the intention of the Judiciary
Act of 1799 to take away the right of appeal upon bills in equity, it
could not do so because of the Constitution of 1798; but a search of
the Act of 1799 itself disclosed no such intention. Thus, the decision
upholds the right to a second trial before a jury in equitable causes
on both statutory and constitutional grounds.50

The newly formed state supreme court faced the question in 1847.51
The particular issue was whether the chancellor had the power to
grant a final decree without the intervention of a jury. The court
held that the chancellor did not have this power. Referring to the
earlier cases without citing them, it said:

It was at one time a question in Georgia, whether a jury was
at all necessary in trials in equity .... I advert to this not for
the purpose of discussing the question, but of saying that such
doubt no longer exists; that the usage of the superior courts
for a long series of years has been to submit the facts in all
trials in equity to a jury, and that this usage has been sanc-
tioned by repeated acts of the legislature recognizing it. I

49. 1 Dud. (Ga.) 8 (1835).
50. An Act of 1843, entitled "An Act Declaratory of the Law of this State relating

to Appeals in the Superior Courts", provided that if in equity either party
was dissatisfied with the jury verdict, he might appeal in like manner and
within the same limitations as at common law, which appeal should be tried
by a special jury as at common law. CoBB, DIGEST, 501.

51. Hargraves v. Lewis, 3 Ga. 162, 168 (1847) . Italics supplied.
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have no doubt but that it had its origin in quite sufficient
authority of law. In Georgia, the judge and the jury constitute
the chancellor.

The same case went to the supreme court again in 1849.52 In a
seriatim opinion, the learned Chief Justice Lumpkins took occasion
to deliver a dictum on juries. Apparently it had been argued from
the language of the previous opinion that the chancellor and the
jury were required to mingle together to determine the issues. The
judge stated that the court and the jury occupy the same relative
position in equity as at common law. He then looked at the Acts of
1792, 1797, and 1799, and concluded that the two previous ones had
modified equity proceedings by providing for a jury trial if demanded
by either party and that "this was the trial by jury, heretofore used
in equity causes, which was adopted by the 5th section of the 4th
Article of the Constitution of 1798".

In Nell v. Snowden,53 the jury perpetually enjoined S and J from
proceeding with their action on a promissory note. There was a pre-
sumption that they were holders in due course, and there was not
sufficient evidence, the court found, to rebut this. The trial court
had granted a new trial, and the supreme court affirmed. It was
contended by appellants that in 1798 the parties had the right to a
jury in equity, with the additional right to an appeal to a trial before
a special jury whose verdict should be final; that the constitution
preserved this right in its entirety; hence, the court had no authority
to grant a new trial even if the verdict was not supported by the evi-
dence. The court, speaking through Warner, J., agreed that the con-
stitutional right to a jury trial extended to equitable causes, in that
Article IV, Section 5, incorporated the then existing practice, as pre-
scribed by the Acts of 1797 and 1792, but ruled that under the Con-
stitution and the Judiciary Act of 1799, 54 it had power to grant new
trials on proper grounds in accordance with law and usage and the
customs of courts. Thus, the holding of the court is to the effect that
the constitutional guarantee of a jury trial in equity existed but that
this guarantee did not include the finality of a jury's verdict, even
though the verdict would have been final under the practice that
existed when the constitution was adopted in 1798.

In Williams v. McIntyre,55 the complainant appealed from the
ruling of the trial court which sustained a demurrer and urged that
questions of law and fact were properly to be adjudicated by the

52. Hargraves v. Lewis, 7 Ga. 110, 125 (1849).
53. 5 Ga. 1 (1848).
54. GA. CONST., Art. III, § 1 (1798); WATKINS, DIGEST, No. 633, § 57.
55. 8 Ga. 34, 41 (1850).
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judge and jury forming a court of chancery and not by the judge
alone. 56 In affirming the trial court, the supreme court said that a
demurrer admits of the truth of the bill and puts in issue the right
of the plaintiff to recover upon the law of the case made, and the
issue is for the court alone to decide. Appellant seems to assert, the
court said, that under our peculiar chancery system the jury as well
as the court is clothed with power to judge of the law-but in the
administration of the law, the judge, sitting as a chancellor, has all
the powers of a chancellor in England; the jury has no more to do
with the law here than in a cause at the common law.

The question of the right to a jury in equitable causes and the
extent of this right was again before the court in Mounce v. Byers.57

The complainant had sued to impress a vendor's lien on certain
lands which had been transferred by the vendee to the defendants.
They opposed the suit on the ground that they had taken as bona fide
purchasers. The trial court dismissed the suit for lack of evidence
of notice. The complainant appealed on the grounds that there was
sufficient evidence of notice and that in any eveni the chancellor
had no power to dismiss the case without the concurrence of a jury's
verdict finding that the bill should be dismissed. In answer to the
latter argument, the court said: 58

We hold, that in Equity as at law, the province of the Jury
is to try the facts; and that the Judge has no more right, in
Equity, to pass upon the facts, than he has at Law; and that
it is the province of the Judge, in Equity as at Law, to adjudge
the law; and the Jury have no more power to pass upon the
law of the Case in Equity, than they have at Law. The func-
tions of judge and jury are separate.

The court then considered the evidence and decided that it was suffi-
cient that a jury might be justified in inferring notice therefrom; and
since the constitution gave one the right to a jury trial of issues
of fact in equitable causes, the chancellor erred in not submitting the

56. As absurd as this argument seems, it had apparently been held, for in Mounce
v. Byers, 11 Ga. 180, 185 (1852) we find the court saying: "This assumption
[that the chancellor had no power to dismiss a bill in equity by rendering a
judgment on the law therein that the bill should be dismissed without the
concurrence of a jury's verdict to the effect that the bill should be dismissed].
that there is a union in the Judge and Jury, of all the powers of a Court of
Chancery, involves also, this other and further consequence, to wit, that the
Judge may and indeed ought to unite with the Jury, in determining upon the
facts; and that they can no more decree, as to them, without his concurrence,
than he can decree on the law without their concurrence. That there has pre-
vailed in Georgia opinions thus extreme, we are not ignorant." But the court
added: "To these opinions we can give no countenance." (Italics supplied.)

57. 11 Ga. 180 (1852).
58. Id., 185. Italics in the original.
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case as requested by the complainant. 59

The question was raised again, as a constitutional issue, in 1886.
The practice of allowing jury trials in all civil cases had continued. 60

A different constitution was now in effect, and it provided that trial
by jury should remain inviolate.6 1 The setting too was vastly different
in that the courts were an accepted institution, the frontier was mov-
ing west, society was more settled, and different issues were in the
publiic mind. The case is Mahan v. Cavender,62 and these are relevant
facts: An act regulating the filing of exceptions to masters' reports63

provided that the judge should examine the report and if it did not
appear that error had been committed, he should approve the report
and dismiss the exceptions; but if it appeared that error had been
committed, the judge should approve the exceptions and submit the
issues raised thereon to a jury. In this instance, the trial court over-
ruled the exceptions and rendered judgment. The supreme court
affirmed the judgment, saying that the right guaranteed in the consti-
tution is jury trial as embodied in" Magna Charta and inherited from
England; that the interposition of juries in the trial of chancery causes
is purely a matter of legislative regulation, originating in the Judiciary
Act of 1799 [1797?] and adhered to with various modifications by
the general assembly. Chief Justice Jackson dissented, believing that

the constitution required the submission of the exceptions to a jury.
In view of the history of juries in equity, it is unfortunate that

the court did not consider the matter more carefully and give a well

59. This is the strongest case holding the right of a jury trial to be a constitu-
tutional right. It put the matter to rest for twenty-four years. The court stated
that the change from the English form of equity was made by the Judiciary
Act of 1792 (but see: ante, 72-74, and notes 160-162, ibidem), which was re-
pealed by the Act of 1797. This act contained provisions similar to those of
the former act relating to the right to a jury in equity. The Act of 1799 re-
pealed the Act of 1797 and re-enacted substantially the same provisions relating
to procedure in equitable matters down to the point providing for "the setting
down of the cause for trial," at which point it stops and is, therefore, silent
on the question of the right to a jury. "But," the court continues, "we are
not left alone to the Act of 1799. Although the Act of '97 is repealed by this
Act of '99; yet, its provisions as to the powers of a Jury in Equity causes, is
saved by the Constitution of '98. . . . That Constitution declares, that 'trial
by Jury, as heretofore used in this State, shall be inviolate.' Now, the Act of
1797, which re-enacted the Act of '92, was in force when the Constitution of '98
was adopted. By the Acts of '92 and '97, the trial by jury was used in this
State in Equity causes, and it was used as prescribed in those Acts. Any law,
therefore, passed subsequent to the Constitution, which repealed those Acts,
and defeated the usage of trial by Jury, which they prescribed, is void." (97-98
id 187-188).

60. Statutes recognized the right: Act of 1843, in COBB, DIGEST, 501; GA. CODE § 4116
(1861).

61. GA. CONST. Art. VI § 16 (1877).
62. 77 Ga. 118 (1886).
63. Acts (1884-1885) p. 98. When this act was passed, the law provided for trial

by jury of all exceptions to the master's report. GA. CODE § 4116 (1861).
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reasoned opinion. Considered in the light of its history, the right
would seem to have been implicit in the constitutional guarantee of the
right to a trial by jury. This would seem true even though the consti-
tutional provision had been slightly changed and even though the
phrase "as heretofore used" no longer remained a part thereof. How-
ever, considered from a logical and analytical point of view, rather
than from a historical one, the court might well have reached the
same result that it did reach-just as the Massachusetts court reached
a similar result, in a similar situation, in 1902.64 The majority opinion
is settled law. 65 The Constitution of 1945 contains substantially the
same provision guaranteeing trial by jury as did the Constitution of
1877,66 and the statutory right to a jury trial exists in all cases except
those in which the trial court refers the matter to a master and refuses
to allow exceptions to his report.67

The opposition to the concentration of power in the hands of gov-
ernmental officials also manifested itself in the popular attitude toward
a centralized judiciary. Georgia did not have a supreme court or any
other efficient method for correcting errors of law and achieving
uniformity of decision between 1776 and 1845. An account of the fight
against the establishment of a supreme court will aid us in under-
standing the conditions under which the judiciary functioned during
this period.

64. Parker v. Simpson, 180 Mass. 334, 62 N.E. 401 (1902).
Arizona faced a similar question as late as 1931. A territorial statute had given
the right to a jury, and the state constitution preserved jury trial as it had
previously existed. The statute was subsequently repealed. Nevertheless, the
state supreme court held that the right was a constitutional one. Sturkey v.
Stephens, 37 Ariz. 514, 295 p. 973 (1931). The court further held, however,
that the verdict is only advisory. " . . . while the court need not heed the
advice of the jury, it must harken to it." One writer has forcefully reasoned
that the constitutional provision would seem to preserve the right only as it
existed at common law and under the Federal Constitution. Lyons, Right to a
Jury in Arizona Equity Suits, 4 ROCKY MT. L. REv. 141 (1932). Such a result,
however, would have been easier than in Georgia in the nineteenth century.

The Michigan court held that a law creating the right to a jury trial in
equity was a violation of the constitutional provision for the separation of
powers. Brown v. Kalamazoo Circuit Judge, 75 Mich. 274, 42 N.W. 827 (1889).
West Virginia, however, reached the opposite result. Lipscomb v. Condon, 56
W. Va. 416, 49 S.E. 392 (1905).

65. E.g., Hearn v. Laird, 103 Ga. 271, 29 S.E. 973 (1897); Bemis v. Armour Packing
Co., 105 Ga. 293, 295, 31 S.E. 173 (1898); Lamar v. Allen, 108 Ga. 158, 33 S.E.
958 (1899) (containing a good discussion of the statutory provisions and of
the legislative intent manifested in regard thereto).

66. GA. CONST. ART. V1, § 16, 1, GA. CODE ANN. § 2-5101 (1948 REV..). The right
to trial by jury shall remain inviolate.

67. GA. CODE, § 37-1103 (1933). Today, the law is weighted against a jury trial in
that a party must demand one. GA. CONST. Art. VI, § 4, 7, GA. CODE ANN. §
2-3907 (1948 Rev.).
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The Constitution of 1777, as has been stated, provided for a supreme
court, but the legislature failed to establish one. The Constitution of
1789 failed to provide for a supreme court. The Constitution of 1798
not only did not provide for a supreme court, but it also forbade the
legislature from permitting any agency other than the superior court
in the county wherein the cause arose to correct errors. It also directed
that the convention of judges of the superior court should not take any
action as a reviewing tribunal.68

The Act of 179969 provided for annual meetings of the superior
cuurt judges for making rules of court and required them "to determine
upon such points of law as may be reserved for argument and which
may require a uniform decision." The Act of 180170 repealed this
later provision, leaving the judges with only the rule-making power.71

The judges, however, seized upon that part of the act which remained
to hold a "convention" which was in reality a voluntary supreme
court. Here the principles of law and procedure were uniformly dis-
cussed and agreed upon.72

In 1815, the judges in convention declared certain acts of the
General Assembly unconstitutional, whereupon this body, by resolu-
tion 73 deplored, disapproved, protested, and lectured the judges for
"illegally assembling themselves together . . . as well as other extra-
judicial proceedings", calling it an "assumption of power", which it
clearly was, however useful it might have been. The feud died down
but flared up again when the judges several years later decided a case
involving the Cherokee Indians. This was a burning issue in politics
at the time, and Governor Wilson, in his message to the General
Assembly, in 1834, said: 74

68. Art. III, § 1.
The need for such a court was not so acute then as later. In 1800 there were

only twenty-four counties along the seacoast, divided into three superior court
circuits. Almand, The Supreme Court of Georgia: An Account of Its Delayed
Birth, 6 GA. BAR J. 95 (1943). The writer is largely indebted to Judge Almand
for this account.

69. WATKINS, DIGEsT, No. 633, § 59.
70. Acts, p. 97 (1801).
71. Had the judges alarmed the people or the bar by giving too much review?

The hostility of the public toward the United States Supreme Court was par-
ticularly acute at this time because of Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 DalI. 419, 1
L.Ed. 440 (1793). In this case, the Supreme Court summond the State of
Georgia before it as a defendant, and the State ignored the summons. The
unpopularity of this court continued down through the time of the removal
of the Cherokees in Andrew Jackson's administration. There were several
cases involving Georgia citizens in which governors and legislatures violently
protested and openly defied the court. ALMAND, op. cit. n. 68, p. 97.

72. GRICE, BAR AND BENCH OF GEOItclA, p. 97 (1931).
73. Acts, p. 132 (1815).
74. Senate Journal, 12, 13 (1834).
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If the Laws of Georgia, enacted by the immediate repre-
sentatives of her people, violative of no constitution, human
or divine, can be nullified by a few interested lawyers and one
solitary judge, then it is indeed a vain boast for the people
of Georgia to talk of their sovereign rights and powers.

The reasons for the long delay in creating the court were the contest
between Georgia and the United States Supreme Court, the friction
between the legislature and the superior court judges as to the opin-
ions rendered individually and in convention, and the expense and
delays which it was feared that a court of errors and appeals would
cause. It was believed that the court would create an insuperable
barrier to the realization of justice for the poor.75 The extreme local-
mindedness of the people caused fears concerning the removal of causes
from the county of trial. The expense to the state was offered as an
objection. There were leading lawyers who saw in the creation of an
appellate court the downfall of their circuit power and the loss of
lucrative practices. Geographic conditions were a factor, from the
standpoint of expenses, time, poor roads and other travelling facili-
ties.

76

But the opponents of the court could not delay its establishment
indefinitely. Times were changing. Rules of decision, as provided by
reported cases, were needed for the guidance of both the courts and
practicing attorneys. Above all, a uniform body of practice and law
was necessary. By 1845, Georgia would have ninety-three counties,
a population of 691,000, and eleven judicial circuits. The question
of the establishment of an appellate court arose in every session of the
General Assembly from 1824 to 1845. Confusion and uncertainty in
the law finally broke down the opposition. In 1835, a constitutional
amendment providing for the establishment of the court was passed.77

Yet the act establishing the court did not come until ten years later.78

There was still strong opposition. The bill for establishing the court
passed the Senate by a margin of only one vote. The amendment
of 1835 had answered serious objections by providing that the court
should serve only as a court of final jurisdiction, it should travel on
circuit,79and at each session it should dispose of every case on its

75. E.f.: Act of 1797, § 10 (no costs in any action shall before judgment exceed
three pounds). WATKINS, DIGEsT, No. 344.

76. ALMAND, op cit. n. 68, pp. 106-107.
77. Art III, § 1.
78. In a popular referendum on the question in the general election of 1842, 13,000

voted for the court; 19,000 against it. In urging the creation of a court, the
governor pointed out that not half of those attending voted either way.

79. The opponents of the court had gotten their constituents to believe that the
supreme court would actually hear cases without a jury and disregard the
verdict and judgment of triai courts. Note that no original jurisdiction was
conferred upon it, which was contrary to the general practice of that period.
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docket. The Act of 1845, establishing the court, provided for the
election of judges by the legislature for terms of six years.80 Despite
dire predictions to the contrary, the court was immediately successful
and soon became popular with the people.

To summarize, Georgia was established as a colony in 1733, under
the government of a Board of Trustees. It did not obtain a court of
chancery, however, until it became a royal colony, in 1752. From then
until.the Revolution, the governor and council sat as a court of chan-
cery and appeals lay to the king in council.

The Constitution of 1777 provided for a system of courts with
jurisdiction over "all cases of what nature soever" and with the right
of appeal from the verdict of a jury to a trial de novo before a special
jury. It also provided that juries should be the sole judges of the
law and the facts. Extreme localism was manifested in hostility to the
establishment of a supreme court, and no such institution was estab-
lished until 1845. Nevertheless, some uniformity was achieved through
a judicial convention, where principles and procedure were ironed
out on a voluntary basis. Much controversy preceded the final estab-
lishment of a supreme court, which was immediately popular, how-
ever.

Complete equity jurisdiction was conferred on the superior court
of each county by the Judiciary Act of 1778, and this was liberally
construed. Though law and equity were administered by the same
court, apparently legal and equitable actions remained separate and
distinct, in the classical equity tradition, to a considerable extent.
However, all trials were held in open court, according to the rules of
the common law, and trial by jury was available to those desiring
it. The question of the constitutional right to a jury trial in equitable
matters was raised and considered on several occasions. The basis of
the claim of right was that the Constitution of 1798 had guaranteed
the right to a jury trial "as heretofore used in this state" and that the
use of a jury in equity had been provided for by the several judiciary
acts in effect at the time of its adoption. The constitutional basis of
the right was definitely recognized in opinions of the supreme court
in 1835, 1848, and 1849. But the court also held in 1848 that the
constitutional guarantee did not extend to the finality of a jury's
verdict.

The supreme court again considered the question in 1886, this time
holding that the constitutional right to a jury trial does not extend
to equitable matters. It therefore upheld the provision of an act which
did not provide for a jury trial on exceptions to the report of a master

80. CbOBB, DicEsr, 447
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in chancery unless the exceptions were approved by the court. While
this position was rendered less difficult by reason of the fact that a
new constitution was now in effect, the writer believes that in the
light of the history of the matter, as heretofore set out, the opposite
conclusion would have been more logical. The law, however, remains
the same to the present time, and trial by jury is provided for in equit-
able matters under the code, with the aforesaid exception relating
to the master's report.

IV

CONCLUSION

We have seen a phase of the struggle of the new country to adjust
itself to its newly won independence, to achieve a feeling of security,
and to fairly and efficiently administer to the needs of its citizens.
The early years must be studied in the light of the trying times of the
revolution, the turbulent conditions that followed: Shay's Rebellion,
the Whiskey Insurrection, Dorr's Rebellion, the low estimate of law-
yers, the illiteracy of the bench and bar, the new Jeffersonian frontier
democracy, popular sovereignty, the encroachment of state legisla-
tures on the rights of property, federalism, Jacobinism, political and
social and economic conditions. Then came the great judges: Marshall,
Story, Kent, Shaw, Gibson, Ruffin, Lumpkin, and others. The bar
became better educated, the general level of intelligence improved,
society became better settled and cultivated. The codification move-
ment achieved considerable success but failed in its ultimate goal. A
series of excellent treatises did much to supply the deficiency and to
give to American law a much needed unity. These were based upon
the received materials of the English law to the extent that this law
has been accepted and adapted to the needs of American life. The
great confidence which the public had placed in legislatures at
the turn of the century had waned; the position of the courts had
steadily increased in the importance of their role and their prestige
before the public. It was to the courts that many people now looked
for the development of norms and guides of conduct and adjustment
of relations of the individuals and groups of our republic. People also
were looking to the courts as a coordinate branch of the government
to check the activities of the other two branches when these were
extended beyond their properly defined spheres. A considerable body
of constitutional law and doctrine had come into existence. On numer-
ous occasions, the courts had frustrated the purpose of hasty and ill-
considered legislation and had avoided the impact of harsh and arbi-
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trary action. More important, the courts, like the policeman on the
beat, had without active participation served as a reminder that the
country is subject to the rule of law. The change in attitude toward
the courts is manifested in the settled position which they have now
long occupied in our society.

After the revolution more than half of the states gave equity
jurisdiction to their courts of law sitting as courts of chancery. In
1848, New York adopted its Code of Civil Procedure, and the move-
ment for legal reform was in full vigor. The merger of law and
equity into a complete, uniform system of law was one of the goals
of this reform movement. The law had long since come to encroach
upon the original territory of equity by recognizing certain equitable
defences. In quite a few states, legal and equitable powers were ad-
ministered in the same courts, before the same judges, sitting in dual
capacities as judge and chancellor. In all jurisdictions, legislatures
were conferring upon the courts of law equitable powers to iron
out inefficiencies and to prevent hardships in moving about from
one court to the other. Some thirty states have now adopted codes.
About fourteen allow law and equity to be administered by the same
court, with provision for easy transfers of causes from law to equity
and vice versa. Only five states still have separate courts of chancery.8 1

The right to a jury trial in equitable causes exists in at least the follow-
ing states: Georgia, North Carolina,8 2 Texas, 8 3 and Arizona.8 4 In
recent years, equity pleadings and practice have been greatly simpli-
fied, and the mode of trial is in open court and ordinarily the same as
at. law. In fact, the younger generation of lawyers frequently do not
realize it when they are seeking equitable relief, unless some techni-
cality which turns on the distinction between law and equity causes
counsel or the court to advert to the historic form of the particular
relief sought to ascertain some characteristic of the remedy.

Through the years these reforms have met with stubborn opposition
at every step. It was argued that the dual system was fundamental,
that the developed procedure was a part of the fundamental prin-
ciples. The natural law was an idealized version of the rules and
practices in which these lawyers had been trained.8 5 They could not

81. ScoTr & SIMPSON, CASES ON JUDICIAL REMEDIES 615 (2nd ed., 1946).
82. In cases where the evidence is heard according to the rules of the common

law in open court. Worthy v. Shields, 90 N.C. 192 (1884) ; Porter v. Armstrong,
134 N.C. 447, 453-454, 46 S.E. 997 (1904); Board of County Commissioners v.
George, 182 N.C. 414, 417, 109 S.E. 77 (1921).

83. Arlington Heights Realty Co. v. Citizens Ry. & Light Co., 160 S.W. 1109 (Tex.
Civ. App., 1913).

84. Sturkey v. Stephens, 37 Ariz. 514, 295 p. 973 (1931).
85. Cf. POUND, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW, 33-35. 44, 252, 278

(1922)
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see that rules of law which must be rendered ineffective by equitable
remedies in order to reach a just result are spurious rules, relics of an
age of simpler thought, and should be eliminated. In chains to the
past, thinking in terms of formality and technicality carried over from
the stage of the strict law, 86 those jurists failed to achieve a true per-
spective of the changes that were taking place. The ignorance of the
early bar of Texas, it has been said,8 7 was the reason why that state
was able to succeed in wiping out all distinctions between law and
equity; yet the immigration of lawyers from other states brought those
who tried to impose their system on Texas, creating much confusion
that was not cleared away until the passage of time necessary for a
native generation of lawyers to arise. Likewise, the early procedural
reforms of Georgia were narrowly construed in the light of the com-
mon law system of pleading, and the value of these reforms was thereby
greatly diminished.88

No doubt it is true that the absolute merger of law and equity
cannot be accomplished fully and finally so long as the right to a trial
by jury exists in civil actions at law; 89 at least, this is true so long as
the bench reserves the right to exercise its discretion in granting or
denying a jury trial in actions which are historically designated as
equitable-for, in such instances, the lawyers must go back to the
older cases and educate themselves and the courts before which they
practice as to the historical distinctions that exist between law and
equity.9° This process, moreover, extends to form as well as to sub-
stance. The bench today is quite liberal in the granting of jury trials
in equitable actions. But there are special and important cases before
strong and opinionated judges in which the right to a jury trial is
denied as a matter of discretion. In most instances, this is due to the
distrust of the particular judge for the competence of a jury in the
particular matter under consideration-nevertheless, it has the effect
of preventing the complete merger of law and equity, so much to be
desired.

86. Cf. POUND, SPIRIT OF THE COMMON LAW, 39 ff. (1929), for discussion of the
strict law stage.

87. BUTTE, Early Development of Law and Equity in Texas, 26 YALE L. J. 699, 702
(1917).

88. E.g., Act of 1792, § 3, WATKINS, DIG~sT, No. 475. Cf. GsucE, op. cit. n. 72, p. 69.
89. Cf. Gager, Equity, in Two CENrURIES GROWTH OF AMERICAN LAW, 152 (1902).
90. Hence, law schools will continue to offer separate courses in equity, thus per-

petuating the distinction in conceptual thought, in a manner comparable to
that which the "theory of pleading" doctrines perpetuated the forms of action
concepts after they had been legally abolished by a generation of lawyers and
judges trained in the procedure of the common law. Perhaps all law schools
should do as Yale has done ind abolish the formal course in equity.
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The jury has played a leading role in the administration of Anglo-
American justice in the past, and it still plays the dominant role in
criminal trials, where it is particularly valuable as the measuring rod
for the moral standards of the community. jury trial in civil cases,
however, worked best in the pre-urban age, in the small towns and
rural communities, where interests and outlook were usually homo-
genous. No doubt the Texan spoke correctly for his time and state when
he said that juries were better acquainted with local conditions than
chancellors and generally as competent in suits of equity as in actions
at law; that "When cases are to be decided, the eternal principles
of right and wrong are to be first considered, and the next object is
to give general satisfaction to the community." 9 ' The jury is important
not just as a means of finding facts and settling disputes between
litigants, however important it may be in this respect-and it is particu-
larly important in bringing into play the diverse experiences of the
various and varied callings in determining questions of probability
and reasonableness-its greatest role in American history has been in
giving the people the feeling that justice is being dispensed and that
the people are participating in it, in creating interest in and providing
training for better citizenship in a democratic society. But in this
present age of complexities, giant corporations, great urban areas with
teeming populations, vast and complex systems of case law, together
with myriads of statutes and regulations, masses of complicated facts,
and jurors of diverse backgrounds, ideals, and standards of conduct-
with all the problems of a complex hetergenous urban society-the
wisdom of using a jury in civil cases may well be questioned.9 2

And today there are numerous critics who oppose a continu-
ation of the jury system.9 3 There are others, however, who defend
the jury system on both emotional and rational grounds. 94 In the

91. BUTTE, op. cit. n. 87, p. 702.
92. "The crude individualization achieved by juries, influenced by emotional

appeals, prejudice and the peculiar personal ideas of individual jurors, involves
quite as much injustice at one extreme as mechanical application of the law
by judges at the other extreme. Indeed the unchecked discretion of juries,
which legislation has brought about in some jurisdictions, is worse than the
hobbled court and rigid mechanical application of the law from which it is
a reaction." POUND, op. cit., n. 85, pp. 133-134.

93. E.g., Duane, Civil Jury Should be Abolished, 12 AM. JUD. Soc. J. 137 (1928).
94. "As long as the people continue to govern themselves, so long will it endure

among them. Its decay will mark the decadence, and its overthrow the end of
popular liberty." Delmos, The Democracy of Justice-the Jury, 6 Ky. L. J.
245, 246 (1918).

Dean Wigmore believed that there is still an important place for the jury
with certain modifications of the present system. He pointed out its importance
as an instrument of democracy and that trial by the court would not eliminate
errors in the findings. A Program for the Trial of Jury Trial, 12 AM. Jua.
Soc. J. 166, 169-171 (1928). cf. FRANK, COURTS ON TRIAL, Chs. VIII and IX
(1949).
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last analysis, however, this is a matter for the legislative branch of the
government. To this writer, it seems foolish in the present state of
the incomplete merger of law and equity-and with complete merger
as a desirable end in view-to deny a jury trial on the ground that
the court of chancery in its heyday would have tried the matter without
a jury, or at least without a jury as a matter of right.

Attention should be called to the fact that in classical equity the
evidence was taken mostly by commission, and, therefore, the chancel-
lor dealt with a written record rather than with witnesses in open court.
Hence, the jury system was unsuited to the methods of the court of
chancery. Today, however, the method of taking evidence is the same
in all civil actions and is generally by oral testimony in open court.
Hence, the original reason for dispensing with jury trial in equity no
longer exists. 95 Dean Pound has commented that courts of equity
(which inherit modes of thought from the time when the chancellor

searched the conscience of the defendant by examination under oath,
and believed that he could reach subjective data that were beyond the
cognizance of a jury), are the last stronghold of the exotic subjective
theory in the common law. 96

Regardless of the merits of the jury system, the right to a jury trial
definitely should not turn on what is now, or at least should be, only
a part of the fascinating but unusual history of the development of the
Anglo-American judicial system. Regardless of their actual power,
courts of equity should always bear this in mind; and if there be any
value to be derived from this paper, aside from the pleasure of the
writer and perhaps the reader in perceiving material for a footnote in
the future work of some American Maitland, it is in this plea, which has
behind it, as has been shown, some history of workability. Legislatures,
likewise, might take note. 97

Looking at the history of law in America, one may conclude that we
have now reached a state of legal maturity.9s The old procedure has
been streamlined, entire areas of the law have become settled to a point

of completeness, form has been disregarded when in conflict with sub-
stance; and we are now in the first stages of a new period of legal

95. Cf. HouswoRT,, CHARLES DICKENS AS A LEGAL HISTORIAN, 92 ff., 96 (1928).
96. POUND, op. cit., n. 85, pp. 270-271.
97. An anomalous situation exists in California, where the rule as to the scope

of appellate review is the same in suits in equity as in actions at law, to the
effect that the findings of a trial court on conflicting evidence are conclusive
on appeal, whereas in classical equity, the appellate court would review the
entire record. The California rule appears to have been reached by a broad
interpretation of an early Practice Act. Mercer v. Meline Co., 8 Cal. App.2d
142, 47 P. 2d 499 (1935). Massachusetts had reached the same result in 1905,
perhaps with more logic.

98. Cf. POUND, op. cit., n. 86, pp. 141-145.
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growth and development. The process is one of receiving and develop-
ing new materials and securing new interests to meet the socio-
economic needs of the civilization of the time and place, as we proceed
with the task of socialization of the law to meet new needs that have
arisen, or, to reverse the famous phrase of Sir Henry Maine, as we move
from contract to status.99

The pioneers did their work fairly well; it was crude at first but in
the long run practical and sturdy. We are building on the foundations
which they laid. After the revolution, when our society was still quite
simple but rapidly changing toward the complex, the problem of what
to do to round out a partial and rigid system of law had to be met. It
was faced in the light of a stubborn tradition, to wit, the frontier demo-
cracy which has been described earlier. In the three states whose judicial
systems have been discussed in this paper, the problem was faced in the
manner which has been described-in Massachusetts, by conferring
equitable powers on the courts piecemeal; in Pennsylvania, by the
courts taking it upon themselves to administer such limited equity
powers as they dared in actions at law, and by "legislative equity"; and
in Georgia, by the conferring of equitable powers on the courts of law
and allowing the use of the jury in actions where equitable powers were
administered. All three states solved their problems in a logical way,
by methods which partly served their needs during the transition
period. Each ultimately reached a satisfactory solution. In Georgia
alone, however, did complete equity jurisdiction exist from the begin-
ning; and, because of its existence there, the system administered
resulted in less harm to litigants than did the systems of Pennsylvania or
Massachusetts, where remedies were frequently unavailable or at best
unsatisfactory--especially since under the Georgia practice errors of a
jury could be corrected by granting new trials. The correction of such
errors might be prevented by this state's inadequate appellate jurisdic-
tion and its limitation on the granting of new trials. That, however, did
not affect the remedy but only the efficacy of the method of correcting
errors. This defect, moreover, was corrected in time by legislation and
judicial decision, as has been shown. No more than in the case of the
jury system in general can there be found any logical or practical reason
for denying the use of a jury to try issues of fact in equitable actions at
the present time. And by the use of the jury in such instances, the final
and complete merger of law and equity could be more quickly accom-
plished. Finally, it might be noted in passing that the system adopted
in early post-revolutionary Georgia is the only one of the three innova-

99. Cf. Id., 20 Jf., Ch. I, passim. Compare: MAINE, ANCIENT LAW, 170 (1861).
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tions in equitable procedure discussed herein which has survived and
is being practiced in Georgia and several other states at the present
time.


